Lighting Integration for WoodWorks®
A Technical Handshake Between 2 Premier Companies

USAI Lighting and Armstrong Ceiling Solutions® are committed to making lighting and ceiling integration easy and perfect. We’ve taken out the guesswork with out-of-the-box solutions that provide perfection every time with Trimless Acoustical Lighting, Connect™ for Intersection Downlighting and 4” TechZone®.

Now, we proudly introduce our latest collaboration with WoodWorks®. USAI’s Micro, BevLED 2.2, and BevLED Mini are paired with the ideal WoodWorks® lines. Choose the perfect pairing for your next project.

**WoodWorks® Grille**
- (Vertical Slats)
  - Micro
  - BevLED Mini

**WoodWorks® Grille Tegular**
- (Horizontal Slats)
- Micro
- BevLED 2.2
- BevLED Mini
- BevLED 2.2 and BevLED Mini

**WoodWorks® Linear Solid Wood Panels**
- (Horizontal Slats)
- MICRO with
  - WoodWorks Grille (Vertical Slats)
  - WoodWorks Grille Tegular (Vertical Slats)

**Designed For A Perfect Fit**

USAI Light fixtures are meticulously designed and engineered for a perfect fit for vertical and horizontal slats.

(For Horizontal Slats)
- Micro, BevLED 2.2 and BevLED Mini
  - WoodWorks Linear Solid Panels (Horizontal Slats)
  - WoodWorks Grille Tegular (Horizontal Slats)
  - Perfectly Aligned Installation
  - Patent Pending Snap-In Mounting System
  - Clips onto Grid
  - Bracket Ruler Indicators – quick, easy + accurate on-site height adjustment

(For Vertical Slats)
- MICRO with WoodWorks Grille (Vertical Slats)
- WoodWorks Grille Tegular (Vertical Slats)
  - Perfectly Aligned Installation
  - Patent Pending Snap-In Mounting System
  - Clips onto Grid
  - Dedicated Brackets Coordinate with Armstrong Ceilings for a Perfect Height
  - Sliding Housing Mounting System – provides flexibility with fixture placement

USAI Snap-In Mounting System
- Slides in two directions for design flexibility.

USAI's Micro, BevLED 2.2, and BevLED Mini are paired with the ideal WoodWorks® lines. Choose the perfect pairing for your next project.
LED Color Choices:

Micro
- CLASSIC WHITE®

BeveLED 2.2 + Mini
- CLASSIC WHITE®
- WARM GLOW® DIMMING
- COLOR SELECT®

Anti-Microbial Finishes for BeveLED 2.2 + BeveLED Mini

White	Silver	Black	Bronze